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Yale University only offered children of Oxford and
Cambridge university staff an evacuation to the U.S.
One evacuee has raised questions about the
experience asking did they want 'to save the gene
pool?'
Yale's president James Angell was 'a fanatic eugenicist
in the worst meaning of that word'
By JILL REILLY
UPDATED: 14:30 EST, 13 February 2012

View comments

Yale University has been accused of trying to create a super race of
British children during War World Two, it emerged today.
The university offered to evacuate children of Oxford University staff in
1940, but it appears there could have been a sinister motive behind their
seemingly kind offer.
There are now concerns that leaders of the eugenics movement at Yale
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University may have extended the invitation because they planned to
repopulate a devastated Britain with a race of intellectually superior
children.
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Hidden motive: Accusations have emerged that when a U.S. university offered
refuge to 125 children of Oxford University staff during World War Two, there
was a sinister motive (file pic)

'Was Yale hoping to save the offspring of the British academic elite,
protecting those 125 children because it saw them as future leadership
class, especially deserving of preservation?' asks Jonathan Freedland in
The Sunday Telegraph.
As the threat of invasion loomed and the terror of Nazi bombs continued,
Yale University sent a letter to both Oxford and Cambridge universities,
offering children of their fellows and dons evacuation refuge in the U.S.
Calling itself the Yale Faculty Committee for Receiving Oxford and
Cambridge University Children, 125 Oxford children and 35 mothers took
up the offer, boarding the SS Antonia from Liverpool to New Haven,
Connecticut on 8 July 1940.
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Oxford University: Yale University sent a letter to both Oxford and Cambridge
universities, offering children of their fellows and dons evacuation refuge in
the U.S.
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Yale university: But Jonathan Freedland asks 'Was Yale hoping to save the
offspring of the British academic elite, protecting those 125 children because it
saw them as future leadership class, especially deserving of preservation?'

The children missed their parents, but enjoyed the new world they have
found themselves immersed in.
They found the American classrooms less rigid than English schooling
and reveled in new experiences during their five year stay.
Ann Spokes-Symonds who was evacuated with her younger brother,
describes the trip as 'the camaraderie between educated people' 'that
connected two prestigious universities,' reported The Sunday Telegraph.
But Juliet Hopkins, who was also evacuated, and thoroughly enjoyed her
time at Yale, has raised questions about the experience asking did they
want 'to save the gene pool?'
Yale University only offered refuge to Oxford and Cambridge, but
Cambridge rejected the offer, concerned that 'this might be interpreted as
a privilege for a special class,' reported The Sunday Telegraph.
Dr John Fulton of Yale Medical School was a driving force behind the
rescue and said the committee 'hoped to save some of the children of
intellectuals before the storm breaks.'
In the pre-war period, the idea that society should aim to breed a better
quality of human stock was popular - those who were deemed
intellectually superior were encouraged to have more children, and those
with a lesser intellect were urged to have less offspring.
Charles Darwin's son Leonard, saw the human race as no different to
animals and similarly, 'weak' humans should not be encourage to breed.
This suggest that before the war Yale was captured by an idea which
seems uncomfortably close to Nazism.
Gaddis Smith, Emeritus Professor of History at Yale, describes Yale's
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president James Angell, who ruled
in 1937, as 'a fanatic eugenicist in
the worst meaning of that word.'
He also said the university was
anti-Semitic at that time and has
seen documents that there was
discomfort when it emerged a
mother of one of the Oxford
evacuees was 'a Jewess.'
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Mr Freeland used the story as a
backdrop of his new novel
Pantheon, and once his book was
finished, he sent a copy to Juliet
Hopkins.
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She discovered that, the man who
had taken in her family, Ellsworth
Huntingdon, and paid for their
private education out of his own
pocket was not only the Professor
of Geography at Yale - he was also
the former president of the
American Eugenics Society.
Evacuee Juliet Hopkins discovered
that the man who had taken in her
family, Ellsworth Huntingdon, was not
only the Professor of Geography at
Yale - he was also the former
president of the American Eugenics
Society
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cheering on his team at
ice hockey game
They've been friends
since the '90s

'Bruce Jenner will be
doing a his and her duet
all by himself': Jamie
Foxx accused of
transphobia as he jokes
about reality star's
reported transition
Pregnant Hilaria
Baldwin shuns standard
maternity wear in favor
of a black midi dress
and stilettos as she
accompanies husband
Alec to film festival
From Westeros to the
Tardis! Game Of
Thrones' Maisie
Williams to guest star in
new episode of Doctor
Who
She has a new gig
You are my sunshine:
Amy Adams covers up
her yellow bikini with
kaftan as she takes
daughter Aviana to the
beach with fiancé
Actress was in LA
It's not all work and no
play! German tennis
legend Boris Becker
takes a break from
coaching to spend time
with his family in the
Miami sunshine
Fitness guru Jillian
Michaels covers up her
rock-hard abs in a black
top and baggy jeans as
she enjoys a family day
out in Malibu
With her little ones
There's no stopping
her! Rumer Willis
swaps her sparkles for
stripes as she crams in
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double rehearsals
ahead of third
performance on
Dancing With The Stars

Niall Horan confirms
One Direction have
started working on their
new album following
Zayn Malik's shock
departure
Moving on quickly
Swedish model
Martina Olsson urges
Perrie Edwards to
DUMP fiancé Zayn Malik
after she claims 'they
slept together in
Thailand'
Detailed alleged romp
A Father's Way! Doting
dad Seal touches down
at LAX hand in hand
with his daughter Leni
and son Henry
They're his children with
ex Heidi Klum
Hoppy families! Gwen
Stefani keeps it simple
in a tight black vest and
sweatpants as she
visits Easter Bunny
with her children
She's a mom of three
Pregnant Naya Rivera
covers her baby bump
with baggy Rolling
Stones tee as she
enjoys a stroll with
husband Ryan Dorsey
Expecting her first child
Rowan Atkinson, 60,
steps out for casual
stroll and lunch date
with girlfriend Louise
Ford, 32, in London
He's best known for his
role as Mr Bean
Top Gear presenter
James May arrives at
the BBC for talks with
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TV chief - while Jeremy
Clarkson takes delivery
of his latest Mercedes
After Clarkson's firing

The Queen calls in
cyber expert after
hackers target young
royals who are told to
change email
addresses and cut back
on social media
'It started getting a
little grabby': Newlysingle Ed Sheeran says
he's hired a security
team to fight the
onslaught on female
fans
Still going strong! Mick
Jagger, 71, is spotted
with ballerina Melanie
Hamrick, 27, for the first
time in months as they
exit NYC building
Rolling Stone moving on
'I've led a charmed
life': Hollywood
mega-producer Harvey
Weinstein says he is
'lucky' never to have
experienced
anti-Semitism
Emma Thompson cuts
a chilling figure as the
murderous Mrs Lovett
in Sweeney Todd as
she prepares to return
to the London stage for
the first time in 25
years
SNL's Pete Davidson
slams comedienne
Natasha Leggero on
Twitter for 'stealing' his
joke from Justin
Bieber's Comedy
Central Roast
Amber Rose arrives at
LAX as it's revealed she
and ex Wiz Khalifa have
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'called a truce in their
custody war'
Finally covered up after
bikini show

Doggy daycare: Daisy
Lowe dresses down in
dungarees and leather
jacket as she takes her
pampered pooch out for
a walk
Dad is Gavin Rossdale
Nicole Scherzinger
sports skintight double
leather and a felt
fedora... but fails to
raise a smile on girls'
night out with her
friends
She's newly single
Still single? Jennifer
Lopez and Casper
Smart step out
hand-in-hand and
looking very much
together after denying
they've rekindled
romance
SPOILER ALERT: Rick
Grimes tardy to his own
tribunal in season five
finale of AMC's hit show
The Walking Dead
He had been in a fight
with Pete
Berry nice! Khloe
Kardashian shows off
her voluptuous shape
in figure-hugging purple
LBD on the cover of
Cosmopolitan Australia
She's a cover girl
Aye, aye captain!
Meghan Trainor shows
off her famous curves
with a sparkly sailor
look for iHeartRadio
Music Awards
performance
'The one time I win':
Rosamund Pike is left
frustrated as she
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misses Empire Awards
after FINALLY scooping
a Best Actress gong for
her role in Gone Girl

Doting mother Tamara
Ecclestone cradles her
daughter Sophia as
they enjoy a morning of
shopping in London
The heiress was on
mommy duty
Ex-1D star Zayn Malik
and fiancee Perrie
Edwards view $3
million, seven-bedroom
mansion as it's claimed
they 'plan to marry as
soon as possible'
Britney Spears is the
ultimate soccer mom as
she cheers on son
Jayden during match
after idyllic Hawaiian
vacation
Supporting her boy
Kelly Clarkson wows
while performing
Heartbeat Song at
iHeartRadio Music
Awards... and shares a
cute snap of new
daughter River Rose
Snitching for a return
to Australia, Daniel?
Harry Potter star
Radcliffe takes his
stunning $2.5million
Melbourne apartment
off the market
Rollercoaster
romance! Katie Price
and cheating husband
Kieran Hayler put on an
amorous display as
they cuddle up at a
theme park
Miley Cyrus gets
matching tattoo (but not
with Patrick
Schwarzenegger) as
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she and assistant
Cheyne Thomas show
off their 'biewty' ink

The woman who
captured Aidan
Turnerr's heart! She's a
stage actress but will
his success finally tip
girlfriend Sarah Greene
into stardom?
Kim Kardashian's
jacket, Harry Styles' tan
boots and Helen
Mirren's floral dress:
The thriftiest celebrities
rewearing their favorite
fashion pieces revealed
'Hounded
off...Goodbye': Stephen
Fry QUITS Instagram
claiming the joy has
been 'sucked out of it'
He told his fans he was
'hounded off' it
Sports presenter
dubbed 'Mexican Kim
Kardashian' says she's
'embarrassed' by the
comparison because 'I
do other things than
just post photos'
Sir Elton John opens
his Las Vegas show
with The Bitch Is Back...
hours after estranged
mother Sheila shares
details of their bitter
seven year feud
One Direction heart
throb Niall Horan
'enjoyed secret cosy
dates with English
beauty queen Amy
Willerton'
Miss World contestant
Still a Dreamgirl!
Jennifer Hudson puts
on a leggy display in a
'20s-inspired flapper
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dress as she attends
the iHeartRadio Music
bash

Cat Deeley draws
attention to her long
limbs in tiny navy
shorts as she enjoys
shopping spree with
husband Patrick Kielty
in Beverly Hills
Make-up free Rachel
Weisz shows off her
flawless complexion as
she goes shopping in
New York with son
Henry
The 45-year-old star is
married to Daniel Craig
Bella Thorne oozes
sophistication in a chic
grey dress and a
tailored cream coat as
she steps out ahead of
radio appearance
At London radio station
Not so Busy! Philipps
takes things slow as
she enjoys family time
with her daughters and
husband Marc in LA
Finale of Cougar Town
will soon air
Pregnant Jill Dillard
and husband Derick
volunteer at a thrift
store as they wait for
their baby's arrival...
five days past due date
Kept busy before baby
We've seen that
before! Jennifer
Lawrence recycles her
outfit just one week
after stepping out in
NYC with same attire
Spotted in Chinatown
True Romance?
Quentin Tarantino takes
a mystery brunette for
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a ride in his classic
Cadillac in LA
Rumored to be dating
Uma Thurman in 2014

I did so much to help
Elton succeed but he
didn't even tell me I
was a granny:
Continuing her
explosive interview,
Elton John's mom on
the sacrifices she made
Harrison Ford
released from hospital
three weeks after plane
crash as he is 'spotted
driving in LA'
Hollywood star is
reportedly out of hospital
Leather-clad Aidan
Turner bares chest in
new photoshoot (and
also reveals secrets of
his rippling physique)
Irish actor famed for his
role in The Hobbit
Calista Flockhart buys
two stuffed Easter
bunnies following
husband Harrison
Ford's release from
hospital
The actress has been a
supportive wife
A very natural beauty!
Makeup free Miranda
Kerr poses TOPLESS
on the beach as she
promotes her Kora
Organics skincare
range
'Braids... the
aftermath': Jessie J
shows off her wild curls
on Instagram after
sporting 'dinobraid chic'
hairdo
Tried out a new 'do
Heidi Klum returns
from romantic holiday
with toyboy Vito
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Schnabel... as she goes
make-up free at LAX
She's never far from an
airport runway

Still gorgeous:
Julianne Moore offsets
her red locks in fashionforward black ensemble
as she heads to
Hollywood film festival
Actress kept it simple
Liza Ghorbani dotes
on infant daughter
Gemma as they visit
park... after reaching
out of court settlement
with Liam Gallagher
over child support
'I don't want to do it
again': Noel Gallagher
shuts down any hope of
an Oasis reunion as he
admits holding onto
bitter memories
Hit Brit band from '90s
Spirit in the Sky singer
Norman Greenbaum in
critical condition after
California crash that left
motorcyclist dead at
the scene
Singer Greenbaum is 72
Blake Lively and
Ashton Kutcher lead
the trend for genderneutral names for
newborns... and James
is top choice for GIRLS
Making new trends
Birthday girl smile!
Nina Agdal shows off
her model legs in white
mini-skirt as she
celebrates turning 23 at
the Miami Open with
boyfriend Reid
Heidenry
Halle Berry and Ellen
DeGeneres stuff their
bras with $5K cash as
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the Oscar winner
reveals lingerie helped
her land a French
husband

Spring to his step!
Robin Thicke, 38, dotes
on his son Julian during
grocery run to Bristol
Farms with his
20-year-old girlfriend
April Love Geary
She's no bag lady!
Jordana Brewster looks
far too glamorous to be
on a casual trip to the
shops... as she steps
out in sunny LA
Fast and Furious star
'What brings a man to
kick his jaunty white
fedora?' Russell
Crowe's strange series
of tweets from Spain
pondering the meaning
of life
'Hope you got your flu
shot!': An ominous Fear
The Walking Dead
trailer premieres during
the Walking Dead
season finale
Set to air in summer
Australian magazine
claims Margot Robbie
now 'shares definite'
chemistry with
American actor Bradley
Cooper following split
from Suki Waterhouse
Reunited! Will Smith
bumps into his Fresh
Prince co-star Tatyana
Ali backstage at BET's
Black Girls Rock!
Played cousins for six
years on the NBC sitcom
Iron Man? He's just a
big kid! Robert Downey
Jr carries a children's
lunch box as he meets
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pal for a meal in Malibu
The star opted for very
retro carry bag

Claire Danes and Don
Cheadle go
head-to-head during
taping of Variety
Studio: Actors on
Actors series
Faced off for the popular
series
They've still got it!
Jane Fonda, 77, and
Jessica Lange, 65, look
glowingly youthful at
Variety Studio: Actors
On Actors event
Both actresses glowed
That's a wrap! Sienna
Miller beams with pride
as she steps out in a
white fluffy coat and
padded grey boots
following her final
Broadway appearance
Food for thought! Kim
Kardashian goes to the
supermarket in a tight
tank top after spending
the day with North
Went to movie matinee
with Kourtney and kids
Ed Sheeran and Shane
Warne reunited as
cricketing legend
awards redheaded
rocker with a signed bat
before playing groupie
at his gig

Today's headlines

Most Read

Show us the money! Jay Z and Beyonce
unite music's biggest stars to launch
streaming service to rival...
Police arrest 35-year-old woman after she
'locked herself in Manhattan restaurant
bathroom to kill...
What is Tesla's 'major' new product? Elon
Musk announces April launch of a
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mystery line - but says it is NOT...

Harvey Weinstein questioned by police over
claim that he groped 22-year-old model at
movie theater
Veterinary student, 27, shot dead in
murder-suicide at home she shared with
'platonic' friend who let her...
How the colour of your house can make you
feel itchy and eat too much! Surprising ways
your home can affect...
Mom uses Facebook to track down and
apologize to a family her 'obnoxious'
daughters were rude to at movie...
Robin Williams' daughter denies claims by her
stepmom that she and her siblings have taken
items from the...
'He always had my back': Mrs Doubtfire
star Lisa Jakub pays tribute to her late
co-star Robin Williams and...
EXCLUSIVE - Revealed: The frat brother, 18,
who bit the head off a live hamster on sick
Spring Break video...
REVEALED: How a staggering 40% of
Millennials in the US believe still that
homosexual relationships are...
Google resorts to using gif of a laughing baby
in ongoing fight over Wall Street Journal
reporting
'I let Aaron cheat on me': Hernandez's
tearful fiancee tells murder trial how she
'compromised' over his...
Do you see a red pill or a blue pill? Facebook
reveals optical illusions that fool the brain into
thinking...
University rugby team suspended over
offensive chant about sex with a dead
prostitute
Elderly man decorating family grave for
Easter with his wife is killed by falling
headstone
'Child rearing is madness!' Instagram
account documents kids' most
outrageous antics - and allows parents
to...
Obama returns to his father's Kenya
homeland for first time since becoming
president
Woman killed in fiery crash after husband
drove car off 40-foot bridge because his
GPS didn't know the span...
Undercover in North Korea: American woman
who posed as teacher reveals how even
rogue state's brightest...
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As Angelina Jolie reveals she's had new
surgery to prevent her 'family' cancer, it's
not just your mother...
Bookmakers slash odds on royal baby being
called Alice: Name now favourite at 4/1 after
being 14/1 last week
'Coast Guard killer FILMED himself
murdering lesbian officer he was
obsessed with after writing 250-page...
One of last three remaining World War II
Doolittle Raiders who flew daring mission
over Japan just four...
'They've decided that cannabis may help
their kid': Whoopi Goldberg advocates
use of pediatric medical...
EXCLUSIVE: They were the Kardashians of
the 70s...attractive, wealthy, dysfunctional.
The Louds broke...
Families of victims of Germanwings
plane crash could face up to four months
waiting for loved ones' remains...
Killer pilot had been treated for suicidal
tendencies for YEARS before Alps crash, and
had been trawling gay...
Plus-size writer who overcame an eating
disorder reveals why she is embracing
the phrase 'fat' as she sheds...
MORE HEADLINES

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY CRUSH
Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!
more
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